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since I took over the job as Chair of BPPA and welcomed several new faces onto the
the team again for their efforts and cooperation over the last term.
Obviously, our biggest challenge at present is to deal with the sand erosion at the boat
ramp. In February 2017 we received a copy the following extract from Coast
Protection Board’s correspondence to Council.
“My advice to Council (and other Black Point stakeholders) is that this type
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of beach condition is to be expected after a period of such extreme weather,
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intervention such as beach replenishment.
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I also consider it highly unlikely that the Coast Protection Board would
support any beach replenishment in response to the current conditions”
Despite assurances from Council that things would improve and no definitive answer
from the experts to clearly explain what is going on, it is plainly obvious to those of us
who look at the beach every day that things are not improving. The sand flow has not
reversed, the erosion is getting worse and the beach is looking like a disaster zone.
Black Point only exists because of our beautiful beach-we have no other reason to be
there. We have reached a point where we can no longer remain patient and are now
advocating that immediate action be taken to stop the environmental damage that is
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(continued)

happening to our only asset. And a warning for those not yet effected by this problem, do not be complacent, it is continuing
to head east and is likely to affect you in the future! A detailed update of the erosion issue is included elsewhere in this
newsletter which clearly shows that beach replenishment is necessary and there is no reason to delay the commencement
of sand carting any longer.
A number of issues we have dealt with in recent years have sometimes raised mixed responses from various groups and
individuals at Black Point. I have previously highlighted the lack of public sector funding and increasing pressure on
resources which may require us to contribute to projects going forward. To better understand the direction the Committee
should take in the future and the level of commitment we are prepared to make as a community, we have launched a
survey of all property owners. The feedback we get from the survey will allow the Committee to focus on what you want for
Black Point, so I urge you all to take the time to complete it. The survey will be online for those who have internet access
or hard copies if required.
Our AGM will be held as usual on Easter Saturday. It is an opportunity to have an open discussion with the Committee on
any points you may wish to raise. We also have a couple of vacancies on the committee and if you feel strongly about Black
Point and have the community interest at heart, please fill in a nomination form (in this newsletter) before the meeting.
In closing we offer our condolences to the families of fellow committee members Greg Harmer & Nathan Casserly on their
recent family bereavements. Our thoughts are with you.
On behalf of the committee, have a happy and safe Easter.
Cheers
Bill Gill
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AGM: Saturday 31st March
A reminder that the BPPA Annual General Meeting will be held Easter Saturday the 31st March starting at 10 am.
We encourage all to attend and to contribute to our Community. For those who have not attended before, the meetings
are run smoothly with the aid of a Power-point presentation on matters concerning Black Point and your Association’s
activities and last for less than 2 hours.
Venue is the Pine Point Hall, St Vincent Highway (Main Coast Road) Pine Point.
Following the meeting a Defibrillator and Water Trailer demonstration will be held.
As we have a long serving and hard working member of our committee retiring, we are in the need of acquiring new
nominations to join the BPPA Committee. Please contact one of our existing committee members whose contact details
are listed above.

MEMBERSHIP 2018
Your 2018 Membership is due from the 1st of January 2018.
Under the guidance of Adam Wright and Treasurer Andrew Clarkson, a new format has been implemented to distribute
Membership Invoices, receipts and ultimately, newsletters and messages.
By now you would have received your Membership Invoices and hope you are now paid up members.

SURVEY

A new survey has now been released via email, Facebook, website and mail. Please respond ASAP so that your
Association can implement the direction you want! The BPPA are here for you.

THE PINE POINT COMMUNITY POSTAL AGENCY HAS MOVED
"WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT THERE IS SOME UNCOLLECTED MAIL AT THE NEW POST
OFFICE FOR COLLECTION. PLEASE SEE OPENING TIMES BELOW."

The Pine Point Community Postal Agency has relocated to Pine Point Community Hall at
50 Main Coast Road, Pine Point.
Mail is available for collection from the Community Hall during the following hours:

Monday to Friday

11:30am - 1:30pm.

Post Office Boxes are now securely installed and located at the rear of the Pine Point Town
Hall.
Post Box numbers are unchanged and the new keys are available for collection when
regular mail services are provided.
The RED MAIL BOX for posting letters is now situated at the Hall grounds by the fence of
the Pine Point Caravan Park.
This Box will be cleared daily between 11.30am- 12.00noon Monday to Friday.
We thought we would let you know we still have available mail boxes for rental.
Our rental fees are as follows:

SMALL BOXES

$29.00 per year

MEDIUM BOXES

$48.00 per year

LARGE BOXES

$74.00 per year

Any one interest please let us know.
Kind regards
Secretary Pine Point Progress Association
Wendy Magor
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BOAT RAMP WALKWAYS & SAND EROSION
Your representative body, the BPPA is acutely aware of the erosion of sand from the beach on the eastern side of the boat
ramp thereby exposing rocks with a substantial negative impact on the amenity of the beach at Black Point. This has
occurred since the construction of the new and elevated boat ramp in 2014. The boat ramp is acting as a groyne and has
impeded the flow of sand along our beach such that sand has accumulated on the western side of the ramp and been
severely depleted on the eastern side. The impact is observable for approximately 500 m. Property owners are naturally
expressing concern about the impact on their property values and lifestyle.
The BPPA sand erosion sub-committee comprising Bill Gill, (Chairman BPPA), John Gray and Barry Noble have been busy
working on these issues to seek a definitive and permanent solution to the erosion so that our bay can be returned to its
previous pristine state. We have consulted widely and extensively with stakeholders and have had more than 20 meetings
to progress the issue. And it’s only early days! The stake holders consulted have included BPPA members, BP ratepayers,
other users of the ramp, YP Council Executive staff and elected members, Coast Protection, Doug Lord, our consultant from
Coastal Environment and Graeme Coppock, the boat ramp designer.
The position of the BPPA is to:1. Arrange sand carting to the affected area ASAP as recommended by Lord and Coast Protection to prevent further
erosion.
2. Provide time to undertake detailed assessments and develop a better understanding of sand movement.
3. Adopt a position that ideally an engineering solution should be pursued rather than rely on sand replenishment for
the long-term solution.
4. Commission a redesign of the boat ramp to allow the unimpeded flow of sand in either direction by removing the
groyne effect.
5. Jointly work and cooperate with other Black Point property owners to further the objectives detailed above.
The next step will be when your sub-committee presents at the Council Workshop on 28th March to further advise Councils
Executive officers and elected members of the status of the sand erosion and to seek co-operation to undertake an initial
sand cart.
As you know we have been working for over two years to have walkways built at the boat ramp to address safety concerns.
We have decided to quarantine any further work on the boat ramp walkways unless and until it becomes clear that the boat
ramp will be retained in its current form. Our SABFAC funding approval is in place until June 2020 and should not be
threatened by this delay.
BPPA members and ratepayers may well need to contribute to the cost as we progress the solutions to these issues and
we hope that the feedback we get from the survey currently underway will provide an indication of your support in this area.

DOLPHIN
On 19 February at approximately 7:30am a dead dolphin was washed up on the beach at Black Point; initially in front of
Shack 1. By mid morning it had been washed westward and had become wedged between the rocks on the eastern side of
the boat ramp.
After a couple of phone calls, we established that the appropriate people to tell were at the South Australian Museum, and
in particular Ms Ikuko Tomo email ikuko.tomo@samuseum.sa.gov.au Ms Tomo is happy to be the reference point for any
future sightings.
Once contacted, Ms Tomo was keen to recover the dead dolphin as soon as possible. She arrived on site by 3:00pm and,
with the help of some volunteers, loaded the carcass onto her vehicle. She explained that it would be used for "scientific
research". She said it was a "common dolphin" which normally did not come into shallower water. Hence she assumed it
had died well out to sea; an extensive cut across its tail suggested it might have been hit by a boat propeller.
"Something that struck the volunteers was just how beautiful these creatures are even when no longer alive.
We kept the Council informed as things developed during the day and they appreciated this being done."
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VALE LORNA HARMER by Barry Noble
A Tribute to Lorna Harmer
8 June 1946 - 22 January 2018
22 January 2018 was a very sad and confronting day for many of us when Lorna passed away suddenly on the beach at
Black Point. We were left in shock at the loss of this lovely person whom we had assumed would go on forever.
Lorna had a close association with Black Point for over 50 years and so it is natural that she is missed so much by her
many Black Point friends.
Lorna & Brian began coming to Black Point back in the 1960s when they would rent a shack and invite their mates along.
No-one had much money back then but we didn’t need money to enjoy the truly great times we had together; perhaps the
less detail said here about them the better. Looking back I find it hard to believe that anyone would be prepared to rent a
shack to such a group of retrogrades, but rent them they did and for year after year. It also says something about Lorna’s
character (and Brian’s) that many of those retrograde mates remain close friends to this day.
After having four sons, Lorna and Brian bought their own shack in partnership with Maureen and Eric Bowels about 35
years ago. Some years later they bought their current shack at number 56.
Right through that period and up to the present time, anyone and everyone was welcome at the Harmer abode. As if four
sons and their friends weren’t enough, their shack was often full of an array of friends from far and wide, and this reflected
some of Lorna’s character strengths. She was sociable, nothing fazed her, and she always made visitors feel truly welcome.
She was a great sharer of Black Point.
Lorna was the unofficial “Assistant Secretary” of the then Black Point Shack Owners’ Association from 1994 to 2002 when
Brian was the Secretary, and that says something about Lorna as well. She didn’t need a title to be prepared to roll her
sleeves up and get the job done whenever that was needed. She also was the Auditor of the BPSOA/BPPA for all but a few
years since our Association was incorporated in 1993. In one particular year, after she had retired, she agreed to a short
notice request to be Auditor again, and that was much appreciated by the Committee.
Lorna and members of her family were also regulars at the many working bees held in the Maxine Hawke Park; she wasn’t
afraid to get her hands dirty.
When I asked one of her closest friends for input to this tribute, she described Lorna as “a no-nonsense, caring and
dependable person. Once you got on her ‘friend list’ you were there forever.” I reckon that says it better than I can.
Lorna had many interests beyond Black Point of course, but at the centre of her life were Brian and Greg, Paul, Michael
& David, her four daughters-in-law and her eight grand children, all of whom loved her as much as they were loved by her.
At Lorna’s funeral service, Paul and Greg spoke from the heart about the “tough love” that Lorna exhibited as a Mum and
Grandma.
Lorna, all your friends, including your Black Point friends, miss you greatly.

Nothing fazed Lorna. Photo courtesy of Michael Harmer.
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New website address and Facebook instigated

www.blackpointsa.com.au
www.facebook.com/blackpointprogressassociation/
The BPPA is undergoing a facelift in some areas. Please note the change of website address above and the establishment
of a facebook site. Please like. The original website created with the expertise of Greg Harmer has served us very well in
the past but an upgrade is now warranted. The new website under the guidance of Nathan Casserly is currently linked
through to the existing website, but eventually you will need to update to the new address. Many thanks to Greg, initially
for getting the BPPA into the electronic age and to Nathan, for the advancement and expansion into the world of Facebook
along with Jimmy McFarlane. We also wish to acknowledge Nathan’s staff, Shelby Rosenzweig who has been undertaking
the website manager role and therefore has been wearing the brunt of all the work. Thank you Shelby very much.
Another change which has now occurred is the new Membership Invoicing system. This was a great success thanks to the
efforts of Adam Wright. Membership payments were made more quickly and also more efficiently, although some were
initially suspicious of the format. Minor hiccups have been expertly smoothed over by Adam and we look forward to
implementing the additional benefits associated with this new format.
Any concerns with either, please contact us and we would appreciate your email addresses to receive this newsletter
electronically rather than the postal version if you are still receiving by mail. Send to Kym at; vhw@bigpond.com
*Importantly, the BPPA will not pass onto a third party any of your personal information.
Note, the old address will automatically redirect to this new site.

BOTTLE & CAN RECYCLING
Bob Walkley maintains the blue bottle & can recycling bin that is
located adjacent to the Harvey Camping Ground which contributes
a significant amount of money to the BPPA each year.
Bob also picks up from residences at Black Point and wishes to
remind all that he can be contacted by phoning 8837 3173.
Bob will then arrange to collect direct from your property when
convenient. The BPPA thank Bob for his generous amount of time
and effort in providing this service.

CROWN LAND LEASES
AND ANNUAL LICENSE
Still, still, still waiting! But we are keeping an eye on it.

BLACK POINT MEMORIAL
WALL
We continue to accept applications for inclusion on
the Memorial Wall. If you need application form or
assistance contact Kym.

SPEED ZONES AT BP
Local residents will be surveyed this financial year by
Council as to their speed limit preference.
FYI Time taken to travel by vehicle the 2km’s from the
boat ramp to the point) =
@ 50km/hr = 144 seconds
@ 40km/hr = 180 seconds
@ 30km/hr = 240 seconds
So if the limit was reduced to 40km/hr it would only
take an extra 36 seconds to drive from the boat ramp
to the point. This may provide some perspective for
people’s deliberation when they are surveyed.
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HILLSIDE MINE by Yorke Peninsula Land Owners Group (YPLOG)
FARMING SECTOR LEADING SA JOBS GROWTH - The Advertiser; 13th February 2018.
What this article says:
“Farming has led a rebound in the state’s employment fortunes over the past year, as official figures show the sector
central to starting up SA’s economy added more than 10,000 jobs”.
“The past year brought good news for agriculture, also a standout over the longer-term, as official numbers show it
grew in 2017 from 31,400 workers to 41,500 workers.”
Jobs created or lost in SA Industries (to Nov 2017): –
12 months
5 yrs
Agriculture, forestry, fishing
+ 10,100
+ 8,600
Mining
1,200
3,700
Full article on our website: http://yplandowners.com.au/farming-sector-leading-jobs-growth/
This timely article vindicates what farmers across SA are arguing – that agriculture, not mining, is the key to the long
term economic future of this State. It should NOT be put at risk by ANY political party for short-term mining gains.
Large scale invasive mining does not belong in valuable agricultural regions such as Yorke Peninsula. This state has
only 4.3% of cropping land left. It must be protected from exploration/mining.
Please consider these issues when you cast your vote on the 17th March.
EXTRACTS from REX MINERALS INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT for six months to 31 December 2017
Extract 1: Directors Report: (from Page 11)
3. Significant accounting policies:
(i) Going Concern
The Group recorded a loss of $3.0M, and net cash outflows from operating and investing activities of $2.9M for the
half-year ended 31 December 2017. The Group’s position as at 31 December 2017 included available cash reserves of
$2.6M; and current assets of $2.9M which exceed current liabilities of $0.6M by $2.3M.
To support the activities* outlined … the Group will be required to raise additional funds. ….
….in the opinion of the Directors, the Group will be in a position to meet its essential operating costs and pay its debts as
and when they fall due for at least twelve months from the date of this report.
However, the Directors acknowledge that material uncertainty remains over the Group’s ability to meet its funding
requirements, as future funding is uncertain until secured. If for any reason the Group is unable to continue as a going
concern, then this could impact the Group’s ability to realise assets at their recognised values and to extinguish liabilities
in the normal course of business at the amounts stated in the consolidated interim financial statements.
EXTRACT 2: KPMG Independent Auditor’s Review Report (p. 14)
Material uncertainty related to going concern – emphasis of matter.
We draw attention to Note 3 (i), “Going Concern” in the Consolidated Interim Financial Report, which states that current
forecasts indicate that the cash on hand as at 31 December 2017 may not be sufficient to fully fund operational
activities during the next twelve months. Accordingly the Group may be required to secure additional funding.
The conditions, set forth in Note 3 (i) indicate a material uncertainty exists that may cast significant doubt on the
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If the Group is unable to continue as a going concern, it may relinquish
title to its mining lease, tenements and be required to realise its assets and discharge its liabilities other than in the
normal course of business and at amounts other than as stated in the Consolidated Interim Financial Report.
*NOTE: The activities referred to (page 4 of report) are:
o updating the Hillside Extended Feasibility Study;
o financing the Initial Project; and
o the next stage in the ongoing review of the Company’s exploration tenements.
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RESTRUCTURE OF THE COMMERCIAL MARINE
SCALEFISH FISHERY

WHAT MUST HAPPEN TO MAKE
SURE IT'S SUCCESSFUL!
Dear Members

Issues

Both major political parties in South Australia have announced that if in
power after March 17 2018, they will commit significant funding and
resources towards the restructure of the commercial Marine Scalefish
Fishery (MSF). This is the fishery that targets Snapper, King George
whiting, Garfish and Calamari.

1.

RecFish SA, the Peak Body for Recreational Fishing in SA, must be
involved in the planning and implementation of the restructure from its
inception to ensure equitability in the outcomes.

2.

The government is spending $20m of taxpayer’s money on the
restructure and this must lead to substantially increased benefits for
recreational fishing.

3.

The restructure must result in a specific and meaningful reduction in
commercial catch and effort to achieve the goals of healthier fish
stocks and better recreational fishing.

4.

RecFish SA will provide support for the restructure of the MSF provided
it aims to improve fish stocks by reducing commercial catch.

5.

The Restructure of the MSF must trigger a review of shares in the
fishery between the commercial and recreational sectors. Ultimately,
this should aim to reallocate shares of important marine scale fish
species from the commercial to the recreational sector commensurate
with the reduction in commercial catch.

6.

Prevailing market mechanisms should be used to determine the value
of the licences and Government should not pay more than market
value.

7.

The proposed Individual Transferrable Quota's (ITQ’s) that are
allocated to licences must be benchmarked against catch levels that
are consistent with a sustainable fishery.

8.

The catch history of lessee’s must not be used in determining the
allocation of ITQ’s.

9.

The Restructure must include a quota retirement scheme similar to
that employed in other areas where natural resources are overallocated (i.e. water). This scheme should require that 20% of quota
be retired to government upon any transfer of quota between licences.

This sounds like great news for recreational fishers who for decades
have highlighted the poor performance of this fishery in contributing to
sustaining important fish stocks. RecFish SA support the principle of
this restructure which aims to buy-out 100 commercial licences and
introduce quota and zoning into the fishery. We think that if these things
are done correctly then perhaps this fishery may indeed have a future;
and this is the rub - it needs to be done properly!
Many of you may remember that a similar scheme was implemented in
2005, when $12.5 m was spent on buying-out commercial MSF
licenses. At the time most recco's applauded this move but it soon
became apparent that most of the money was spent on buy-outing
"latent" effort that is: licenses that were not actively fishing. This
basically meant that all of the other problems in the fishery such as poor
profitability, over exploitation etc... were not addressed hence, we find
ourselves in the position we are in today where government is looking to
spend a further $20 m of taxpayers money on restructuring this fishery.
RecFish SA says, spend the money but spend it properly, so that fish
stocks recover and recreational fishing is improved!!! And the only real
way to do this is to reduce the amount of fish that commercial fishers
catch in nets and on long-lines.
There is no doubt that the 'devil is in the detail' when it comes to planning
and implementing the restructure and therefore RecFish SA wish to
inform recreational fishers about some of the components of the
restructure that we believe are critical to ensuring its success. These
messages are simply the start of the process for ensuring that the
aspirations of recreational fishers are adequately and effectively
embedded in the objectives of the Restructure.
KEY MESSAGES
Scene Setting
1.

The commercial Marine Scale Fishery is the worst managed fishery
in South Australia and is unsustainable in its current form.

2.

The restructure must clearly aim to achieve the goals of improving
the health of fish stocks, reduce commercial catch and effort, and
improve recreational fishing opportunities.

3.

The broader Marine Scale Fishery is a community fishery that is
legislated to be managed for the benefit of the entire SA community
including our 277,000 recreational fishers.

4.

Improving recreational fishing will mean a significant increase in the
social and economic benefits delivered to SA.

5.

Recreational fishers have already played an important role in
contributing to healthy fish stocks through accepting reductions in
bag limits of key species such as Snapper, KGW, Garfish and
Australian Herring.

6.

In 2005, $12.5M of taxpayer’s money was spent on restructuring
the MSF but this failed to achieve any tangible benefits as it did not
effectively reduce commercial catch and effort and did not include
zoning, quotas, transfer restrictions and other responsible fishery
management policies.

10. It is unacceptable that the budget for the restructure be used to buy
inactive or infrequently used licences which are likely not to be
allocated any or little quota under ITQ arrangements, particularly where
licence operators are aiming to retire.
11. Spatial closures to commercial fishing must remain an important
component of the restructure. Spatial closures are necessary to
protect recreational access and minimise conflict particularly in
inshore areas, popular holiday destinations and near larger population
centres.
12. Campaigns for net free and long-line free areas including Gulf St
Vincent and Coorong will continue until sustainable quotas and
responsible management are agreed and implemented.
We encourage all of our members to let us know if there are other important
issues that you believe should be considered for inclusion in the Key
Messages for the MSF Restructure.
Please feel free to distribute this information to anyone else who supports
a better future for recreational fishing in SA.
FISH NOW, FISH FOREVER
CONTACT
further information, please contact Danny Simpson, Executive Director
RecFish SA (details below)
Mob. 0400 774 447 l ed@recfishsa.org.au
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FINANCIAL MEMBERS OF THE BPPA
At the last BPPA AGM, Easter 2013, the members present voted unanimously to publish a list of all financial members of the Black
Point Progress Association in the BPPA Newsletter. The below list is as we interpret at the time of compiling this Newsletter and we
apologise if there have been any payments after this time. Also,
if you believe your property is not on this list & should be, please correspond with us to rectify the error.
Apologies to shack 61 Walkers & 150 Lodge for not acknowledging their paid 2017 membership.
All shacks are listed in the table below. Those with * are the financial members of the BPPA at the time of compiling this list.

Site 151*
Lot 151*
151A
152*
152A*
153
153A
154*
155*
156*
157*
1*
2
3
4
5*
6*
7*
8*
9
10*
11*
12*
13*
15
150*
16*
17*
18
19
20
21*
22
23*
24*
25*
26*
27
28
29
30
31
32*
33
34*
35*
36*
37*
38*
39*

40
41*
42
43*
44*
45*
46*
47*
48*
49*
50*
51*
52*
53*
54*
55*
56*
57*
58*
59
60*
61*
62*
63*
64*
65
66
67*
68*
69
70*
71*
72
73*
74*
75*
76*
77*
78*
79*
80*
81*
82*
83*
84*
85*
86*
87
88*
89*

Site 90
Site 91*
Site 92
93
94*
95*
96*
97
98*
99
100
101*
102*
103*
104*
105*
106*
107*
108
109*
110*
111*
112
113
114*
115*
116*
Site 117*
Lot 117
118*
Site 119*
Site120*
Site 121
Lot 122*
123*
124*
125*
126*
127
128
129*
130*
131*
132*
133*
134
135*
136
137*
138*

139*
140*
141*
142
143 Access
144
145*
146*
147
148*
149
Lot 3003 -1
2
3*
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Lot 401*
402*
403*
404*
405
406
407*
1072
408*
409*
410*
411
412*
413
414*
501*
502*
503*
504*
Lot 90*
Lot 91*
Lot 92*
505

506
507*
508
601*
602*
603
604*
Lot 119
Lot 120*
Lot 121*
605
606
607
608
Point 103
104
105
701
702*
703*
704
705*
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727*
728*
729
730
731*
732
733

734*
735
736*
737
BP RD 38*
BP RD 39*
BP RD 40
BP RD 41
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WHEN POP TOOK US FISHING
Robert “Bob” Hawes has written a very interesting book which records what Black Point was like in the early days – and
I am mean early days. No road, no power, no water and no shacks but plenty of fish, rabbits, flies and adventures. It is
a very good read for anybody remotely interested in the Black Point area.
Copies will be available at the BPPA AGM or by contacting Kym Woolford. Cost is $16 each plus postage if required.

SA RECREATIONAL FISHING GUIDE
PIRSA have advised that the SA Recreational Fishing Guide has moved entirely to an online version, together with an
app, SA Fishing.
http://www.pir.sa.gov.au/fisheries/recreational_fishing/recfishingapp
Suspicious fishing activity can be reported to FISHWATCH on 1800 065 522.

PINE POINT GENERAL STORE
Summer Opening Hours

Monday to Thursday, 8am to 6pm
Friday and Saturday, 8am to 7pm
Sunday, 9am to 6pm
62-64 St. Vincent Highway, Pine Point, SA, 5571

Telephone 0490 802 317
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SHACK RENTAL LISTINGS
As a service to all members, we are interested in compiling a list of shacks that are available for rent. At times the Association
receives requests for a shack to rent. This not only comes from visitors but also Black Pointers who wish to suggest a shack to
family or friends. We will list shack numbers and a contact avenue as people wish in the newsletter. This will be a free service to
members. Please contact the secretary, Kym Woolford via phone or at vhw@bigpond.com. Also, on BP Online, the listings can be
placed on www.blackpoint.org.au. Members just need to fill out an online form, provide some details about the shack, and a listing
will be automatically generated.
SHACK NO

CONTACT

NUMBER

21

Michael Gee

8379 3091

22

Cathy Gray

59 & 59A

Vickie Easther (LJ Hooker)

8853 7383

77

Andrew Underwood

8295 8155

136

Joanne Castas-Marouli

0403 325 113

401

Andrew Underwood

0407 723 563

402

Bruce Debenham

8373 7672

414

Jo Whenan

0428 256 277

0419 228 894
0419 374 124

39 Black Point Road. Donna Griffiths

0407 723 563

0488 294 560

0408 323093

Country Getaways Helly Easther-Smith 8832 2623 website www.countrygetaways.info

DATES FOR RECYCLED RUBBISH COLLECTION
Red: General Waste: Every Monday.
Yellow Recycling Bin, Mondays

Green Garden Bin, Wednesdays

March

26th

March

April

9th and 23rd

April

4th

May

7th and 21st

May

2nd

June

4th and 18th

June

6th

NO STONES ON RUBBISH BIN LIDS
BY ORDER OF COUNCIL

POINTS OF INTEREST
Who is this? What the!

Thank you to all
Committee, Members and
the staff of the
Yorke Peninsula Council
that have had input in
this Newsletter.

jandcgray@bigpond.com
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Looking for the details of an ad you saw and the Black
Point Newsletter, but can’t find the latest copy, well,
fret no more! All the advertisements are now shown on
Black Point Online, just click on Advertisements on the
menu on the left.

“A beautiful collection of homewares and on trend women’s & children’s clothing.
We stock locally sourced and handmade jewellery, bags and accessories”..
Gift wrapping and vouchers also available.

3 First Street ARDROSSAN
Amy: 0434 962 866

Liz: 0433 822 086

Emoyeni
Wines
Locally grown & produced
Right here in Ardrossan
Rieslings / Shiraz / Port
Cellar Door Tastings & Sales
Call & Arrange a time for a taste
Ossie – 0408 841 164
Maria – 0409 373 186
35A Bowman Road
Ardrossan

DESIGN TO FRUITION
Reliable Renovations & Restorations
Licence No. BLD235649

KITCHEN INSTALLATIONS
LAUNDRY RENOVATIONS
BATHROOM RENOVATIONS
TILING

DESIGN TO FRUITION - RELIABLE RENOVATIONS & RESTORATIONS.
Our business is based in Maitland, servicing the Yorke Peninsula &
surrounds.

FLOOR SANDING & SEALING

We offer design and planning advice to assist with your renovations.

FLAT PACK ASSEMBLY

Darrell Colliver is fully licensed and can manage your job from A – Z.

CUSTOM BUILT SHELVING SOLUTIONS

Design to Fruition is happy to discuss any work you require and
provide you with a quote.

CUSTOM DESIGNED & BUILT TIMBER WORK

For further enquiries and information please contact us on:

WATER BLASTING

M: 0414 370 781
FB:

E: designtofruition@hotmail.com
Design to Fruition

We look forward to hearing from you and working with you.

PAINTING

TIMBER FURNITURE RESTORATIONS

STONEMASONRY USING TRADITIONAL METHODS
BOAT BUILDING & BOAT RESTORATIONS (Darrell’s skills are not
limited to land; being a fully qualified shipwright with 30 Plus
years experience)
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Hills and Valley Building Maintenance

M&R Contract Painters

Available to travel to Black Point for the following:

All types of painting and repairs

New and/or repairs to Pergolas, Decks and Boardwalks
New and / or repairs to Kitchens and Wardrobes
General Building Maintenance

Big or small jobs
All work guaranteed

Please phone Wayne for quotations
0409 672 372

Ring Mark – 0408 814 392
Or Elli – 0428 710 803

Salt Design and construction services in
Decking, Paving, Retaining Walls, Screens and Plantings
Yorke Peninsular and Copper Coast

ARDROSSAN

EARTHMOVING
Work undertaken
Earthmoving
Excavating
Demolition
Post hole boring
Trenching
Site levelling & cleaning
Rubbish removal
Skip bin hire
Grader & Tipper hire

4000 Yorke Highway
Ardrossan SA 5571
Phone & Fax. 08 88373 409
Mob. 0427 373409
E mail -pavloster@bigpond.com

Water carting
Sandblasting
Septic tank supply and
installation
Sand, soil and gravels
supplies
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Wall and Floor Tilers operating in both the
Adelaide region and on Yorke Peninsula.
Specialising in bathroom and wet area
renovations, large tiled floors and splashback
tiling.
For a free quote please contact Denton Basey
(shack 156 Black Point) on 0421 693 463 or
denton@zigzagtilers.com.au
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The Pine Point Progress Association Inc

Dawn Service
Wednesday, 25th April 2018
6.30am
Pine Point Soldiers
Memorial Hall
Followed by bacon, egg and
sausage breakfast
A gold coin donation appreciated

ALL WELCOME TO ATTEND
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Committee Nomination Form
Date:

________________

I hereby nominate ________________for the position of committee
member of the Black Point Progress Association Inc.
Proposer _________________print name
Signature _________________

I hereby accept the above nomination and notify my agreement to stand
for election for the position of committee member of the Black Point
Progress Association Inc., for a period of 12 months or until the following
year’s AGM.
Nominees Signature: ____________________
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